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Description

[0001] This disclosure relates to a memory system and device and, more particularly, provides a method of synchronizing response from memory chips.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As computers and their central processing units ("CPU's") become capable of executing instructions more rapidly, this ability carries with it a need for increased memory size and speed, and also bus size. The need has given rise to much design effort directed toward optimizing current and future memory device designs to provide quick memory response. Commonly-recognized current examples of memory devices include dynamic random access memories ("dRAMs"), read only memories ("ROMs") and synchronous random access memories ("SRAMs"), as well as mechanical and optical devices, such as CD-ROMs.

[0003] In performing a typical data read operation, a memory controller (usually the CPU or a dedicated memory controller in larger systems) sends a read command to a particular memory chip. This command is propagated to the chip along one or more lines of a command bus. When received by the particular chip, the command causes the chip to locate and direct an output from its internal memory array onto a data bus, as a return data signal intended for the memory controller. The output then propagates along the data bus, which may or may not travel the same route as the command bus. In the example just given, there are four sources of time delay, including the propagation time of a read command from the controller to the chip, the time required for the chip to power its internal registers and channel the proper output onto the data bus, and the time required for propagation of the output back to the controller. The fourth source of time delay, present in systems which have split data busses (e.g., with separate, parallel data busses carrying bit-groups of different significance), is controller delay caused by slow retrieval along one of the parallel data busses. Typically, design efforts have focused only on reducing the second of these times, for example, on improving internal routing and processing of instructions within memory chips. Design efforts for larger systems have also been directed toward memory controllers that can efficiently manage multiple memory banks, for example, as discussed by European Patent No. 0 339 224 A2 and the art cited therein.

[0004] The design efforts mentioned above, however, while continually providing more responsive memory devices, do not enable synchronization across multiple busses, nor do they eliminate the possibility of simultaneous bus contention among multiple memory chips, a problem explained with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2.

Bus Contention.

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates a hypothetical memory system 21 which is accessed by a CPU 22. The memory system 21 includes a memory controller 23, a command bus 25, a data bus 27, and two memory devices 29 and 31 which are, in the example of FIG. 1, RAM chips. The command bus includes a system clock signal 33, issued by the controller, a data read signal 35, and an address bus 37. Each of the RAM chips 29 and 31 are presumed to be at different distances from the controller 23 from the standpoint of bus wiring, such that commands take a slightly different amount of time to reach each chip. FIG. 2 provides timing diagrams for purposes of explaining the problem of simultaneous bus contention.

[0006] It is desired for the memory system 21 to operate as quickly as possible, so the controller 23 will issue three data read commands on consecutive clock cycles; the first and third of these commands are directed to each of the aforementioned RAM chips 29 and 31, and the second command is unimportant to the present discussion and, so, it is indicated by a dash (-). It is presumed that the system clock has a frequency of 250 megahertz, so the width of each square pulse of FIG. 2A has an associated "high" time of 2 nanoseconds. FIG. 2B illustrates the issuance of two data read operations 39 and 41 by the memory controller, respectively labeled "X" and "Y," which then propagate along the command bus toward their intended RAM chip destinations.

[0007] FIG. 2C indicates timing of command "X" response by a first one 29 of the RAM chips, whereas FIG. 2D indicates timing of command "Y" response by the second one 31 of the RAM chips. The first chip 29, as indicated by FIG. 2C, receives its command "X" 8 clock cycles after it has been propagated, and beginning on the ninth clock cycle, takes 20 nanoseconds to retrieve and place its output "D-X" onto the data bus. By contrast, the second chip 31, as indicated by FIG. 2D, receives its command "Y" only 7 clock cycles after it has been propagated, and it also takes 20 nanoseconds to place its output "D-Y" onto the data bus. If the output for each RAM chip 29 and 31 takes the same amount of propagation time to return to the controller as was the case for the commands to originally reach the RAM chips, then both outputs "D-X" and "D-Y" will arrive at the controller 23 at the same time, as indicated by a hatched block 43 of FIG. 2E. It will be noted that the address bus and data bus have been indicated, in this example, to have similar propagation times associated with them, though this result will not necessarily be the case in memory system designs in which the command bus and data bus are separately routed. Further, while only two memory devices are indicated above, it will readily be seen that the problem of bus contention is particularly complicated as the number of memory devices is increased, and as CPUs become more and more efficient, operating at multi-hundred megahertz frequencies and
There exists a definite need for a memory system which permits simultaneous response along multiple, parallel data busses. Also, there exists a definite need for a system that avoids simultaneous bus contention between multiple memory devices along one data bus. Preferably, such a system would address situations where propagation times for reaching individual chips may differ by an entire clock cycle or greater. By avoiding multiple device bus contention, it is hoped that memory controllers, such as CPUs and dedicated memory controllers, can perform data read and write operations on consecutive clock cycles, thereby keeping pace with CPU speed and memory capacity. The present invention solves these needs and provides further, related advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a memory system and device that fulfills the needs mentioned above; it provides a memory system where individual memory devices (such as micro-chips) can be delayed in operation to provide data outputs to a controller, such as a CPU or memory controller, a predetermined time after a request for data is made. Consequently, the CPU or memory controller does not have to wait until a first data read is completed prior to beginning a second data read. Also, the system facilitates use of a scalable data bus, since memory chips feeding parallel 8-bit or other size data busses can be delayed to provide simultaneous response to a CPU, notwithstanding differences in wiring and bus routing. As can be seen therefore, the present invention provides a memory system with substantial utility.

A first form of the invention provides an improvement in a memory system having a system clock, a controller and at least two memory devices, with at least one data bus coupling the controller with each memory device. The improvement is characterized by a buffer in each memory device which is adapted to store a time for which the memory device is to delay output; in addition, a routine is run by the controller which prompts each of the memory devices, and counts a number of clock pulses until a reply is received. Once this is done for both memory devices, the controller determines a maximum travel time and adjusts the response time of at least one of the two memory devices such that memory request results in a response synchronous with the maximum response time.

In this manner, a device built according to the present invention can synchronize response for memory devices (1) across parallel data busses, for example, across four individual 16-bit data busses that make up a 64-bit data bus, to ensure simultaneous response, (2) serially, along one data bus, to avoid bus contention between multiple devices along the same data bus, such that data reads can be performed on successive clock cycles, or (3) both of the above.

To this effect, a second form of the invention provides a memory device having a buffer for delaying operations of the memory device. According to this form of the invention, the memory device receives a system clock and has stored in the buffer a number of clock cycles by which it is to delay the device's output. When a data read command is then received, the device can first begin by counting until the number indicated by the buffer is reached, and then commence data fetch operations. Alternatively, the device can immediately fetch data from an internal memory storage area and delay latching its output onto the corresponding data bus by an amount responsive to the buffer's contents.

In more particular aspects of the invention, the memory device can include a configuration mode which the device is directed to enter by a system controller. The controller preferably writes a configuration command to a mode register of the memory device, which causes the device to monitor the data bus connecting the device to the controller; the device monitors the bus to detect both an input strobe and a predetermined data word from the controller. When the memory device detects this data word, it latches a reply word onto the data bus together with an output strobe, preferably derived locally by the device from the system clock. The controller uses the output strobe to notify it that incoming data on the data bus is valid, and consequently may be used to determine elapsed time. From this elapsed time, the controller determines the delay time suitable to the particular device, and loads it into the device's buffer. Preferably, this result is performed by detecting a maximum of all response times, and by loading into each buffer a number of clock cycles which delays latching of the corresponding chip's output to synchronize response to the maximum time.

In still more particular features of the invention, the device can perform correction to the buffer contents, by accepting a write command from the controller, by counting a difference between time of arrival of the write command itself and write data, and by adjusting contents (the delay time) of the device's buffer, to thereby correct for differences in travel time between a command bus and a data bus.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one hypothetical memory system used to illustrate the prior art; a broken line separates a computer's central processing unit ("CPU"), which is above the line, and a memory system, located below the line.

FIG. 2 is a series of timing diagrams used to illustrate the problem of bus contention between multiple memory devices, in the hypothetical prior art system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the preferred embodiment, which uses both parallel data busses ("baby-busses," which together make up a wide system bus) and simultaneous fetch of words (of 64, 132 or greater bit length) and shared data bus use among multiple memory devices.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a single memory device of FIG. 3; preferably, the device is a dynamic random access memory ("DRAM").

FIG. 5 is a series of timing diagrams corresponding to a portion of the system of FIG. 3; in particular, FIG. 5 illustrates synchronization of responses from two memory devices.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] The invention summarized above and defined by the enumerated claims may be better understood by referring to the following detailed description, which should be read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. This detailed description of a particular preferred embodiment, set out below to enable one to build and use one particular implementation of the invention, is not intended to limit the enumerated claims, but to serve as a particular example thereof. The particular example set out below is the specific implementation of a memory system, in particular, one that is used for to synchronize responses from multiple memory devices, whether arranged along a single data bus, or in across parallel data busses, or both.

[0018] In accordance with the present invention, the preferred embodiment is memory system 101, indicated in FIG. 3. A memory controller 103, which may be either a CPU or a dedicated memory controller, accesses numerous memory chips 105 which are arranged both serially and in parallel. In other words, the system includes multiple, parallel data busses, preferably 16-bit data busses ("baby-busses") 107, with several memory devices on each baby-bus. This construction lends itself to a scalable bus system, e.g., in which the system data bus is 64-bits or 132-bits wide, or greater, with the least significant bits of data being retrieved along one baby-bus 107-1, and the most significant bits of data being retrieved along another baby-bus 107-2.

[0019] Implementing the features of the present invention, the controller synchronizes memory retrieval both amongst multiple chips 105 along each single baby-bus 107, as well as across the multiple baby-busses. Combined synchronization both across parallel busses and across serially-arranged chips is not necessary to practice the invention as defined by the claims below, and synchronization of memory devices either serially or in parallel, alone, may also be performed. Synchronization across multiple baby-busses 107 is performed in the preferred embodiment to ensure that the controller 103 is not delayed by a slow response along one of the baby-busses 107. Synchronization along each single baby-bus 107 is performed to reduce the possibility of bus contention by multiple chips 105, enabling the controller to perform multiple data reads from different chips 105 on consecutive cycles notwithstanding differences in propagation times along each baby-bus 107.

[0020] The controller 103, if it is a dedicated memory controller, receives memory requests along a master bus 109 which couples it to a system CPU (not illustrated). These requests are managed by the controller 103 across all of the baby-busses 107, each one of which may consist of sixteen data lines and a strobe line 112 (to be discussed further below). The controller 103 also uses a single command bus 111 which connects the controller 103 with all memory chips 105. Typically, the command bus 111 will include each of an address bus 113, a system clock 115, a data read signal 117, a data write signal 119, and other lines as well (not shown) such as various interrupt lines, chip select circuitry and the like. Preferably, each memory chip 105 is a random access memory, requiring periodic refresh. Since the memory devices can be affected by temperature, each device 105 is preferably configured both upon system power-up and also at periodic intervals for the purposes of synchronizing memory retrieval.

[0021] Each chip 105 includes an input buffer (not seen in FIG. 3) which is loaded with a number after the controller 103 has polled all of the memory chips. The number is derived from a number of elapsed system clock cycles, counted by the controller, corresponding to the slowest chip in the system 101 to respond. Preferably, the controller 103 during the configuration mode separately enables each memory chip 105, by programming a configuration command into a mode register of the chip (seen in FIG. 5, and described below), which then causes only that chip to be active and to enter a mode where it listens to its corresponding baby-bus. When a chip 105 in this mode detects an input strobe (including a predetermined data transmission to it along the data bus), it responds by transmitting a predetermined response word back onto the data bus, together with the output strobe 112, which is then used to latch the pre-
determined response word into the controller 103. Receipt of the output strobe 112 and the predetermined response word indicates to a comparison mechanism 118 of the controller 103 that it should freeze an internal timer, which has been incremented with each system clock pulse elapsed since the controller issued the input strobe, and load that counter's contents into memory internal to the controller, both into a memory spot 114 representing a maximum count (if the counter represents a maximum), and also into a slot 116 dedicated to the particular chip 105. Once the controller has polled all of the memory chips 105, it then calculates an offset for each chip by which each chip is to delay its output, such that data read operations provide data to the memory controller at the maximum response time. In other words, the controller 103 subtracts the response time for each chip from the maximum, to obtain the offset, and it then programs each chip 105 with the appropriate offset.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram a single chip 105 from FIG. 3. In particular, the preferred chip is a DRAM 123 which includes an internal delay mechanism 121 for synchronizing memory response with other chips; preferably, this delay mechanism includes an output latch and an internal counter and the internal buffer. The DRAM 123 is coupled to the memory controller 103 via a number of communication paths, including (a) the command bus 111, (b) a 16-bit baby-bus 107, (c) the strobe signal 117, (d) a command strobe 125, (e) the system clock 115 and (f) a chip select signal, not seen in FIG. 4. When the system clock 115 is received by the DRAM 123, an internal phase locking mechanism 127 is used to provide a locally-derived clock signal 129 for timing internal operations of the DRAM and for defining a local time zero for coordinating memory operations.

When it is desired to configure a particular chip, e.g., the DRAM 123, during a configuration mode, the controller 103 enables the specific DRAM, simultaneously disabling all other memory chips along the same baby-bus 107. This enablement is achieved by causing the controller 103 to send a configuration command to the DRAM via the command bus 111, which together with a command strobe, causes the DRAM to latch the command into internal timing and control logic 131. Since the configuration command, as indicated by FIG. 4, must pass through a second latch 133 before it reaches the internal timing and control logic 131, its arrival will be synchronized with the local clock signal 129 of the DRAM 123. The configuration command, for example, may be indicated by the most significant bits only of the address bus, and it does not require transmission of data along the baby-bus 107. These most significant bits are then coupled by the internal timing and control logic 131 into a mode register 132 and used to direct the DRAM 123 to enter the configuration mode.

In the configuration mode, the DRAM will simply monitor the baby-bus 107 for a predetermined data word, which will be accompanied by an input strobe to strobe the data word into a sync detect register 137. In response to detection of the data word, the timing and control logic will immediately cause a predetermined response word to be fed to an output latch 139 from a memory space 141, which the timing and control logic will enable via a sync control line 143. The predetermined response word will thereby be immediately gated back onto the baby-bus 107 and sent to the controller, usually on the local clock pulse immediately subsequent to presentation of the response word to the output latch 139. Accompanied by an output strobe, the predetermined response word is latched into the controller immediately upon receipt, and used to stop the internal timer of the controller's comparison mechanism 118.

FIG. 5 is used to indicate the results of the controller's determination of a maximum delay time across all of the chips 105 of FIG. 3. In particular, as was the case in connection with FIG. 2, it is desired for the controller 103 of FIG. 3 to perform data reads on successive clock cycles. In this regard, the controller sends data reads "X" and "Y" (designated by the reference numerals 145 and 147 in FIG. 5B) to two different memory devices which are serially coupled to the controller. These devices may consist of single chips 105 along a single baby-bus 107-1, or alternatively, may consist of plural chips coupled to the controller via different baby-busses 107. The data reads 145 and 147 are the first and third reads of a train of three consecutive data reads, with the middle data read indicated by a dash "-" in FIG. 5B. As with FIG. 2, each data read operation has a propagation time associated with it, and the operations arrive at a corresponding memory device in accordance with the corresponding propagation time. However, implementing the principles of the present invention, the memory device associated with command "Y" is programmed with an offset 149 representing a two clock cycle delay. Thus, that memory device will use its local clock to impose a delay of two clock cycles to the output latch (139 in FIG. 4). The offset corrects each individual chip to respond in accordance with the maximum response time for all of the chips, e.g., each chip has its response slowed to be in sync with the slowest chip. Consequently, presuming that all three of the memory devices are configured in accordance with the present invention, each one of the three data reads will be received on successive clock cycles, as indicated by the reference numeral 151 in FIG. 5E.

Returning to FIG. 4, the controller programs delay by loading an offset into the DRAM 123; it performs this programming by writing a number of clock pulses into an internal buffer 153 of the DRAM. Subsequently, when the DRAM 123 receives a data read command outside of the configuration mode, it processes the command in the normal fashion. However, when the product of the read command is presented at the output latch, that product is not immediately gated onto the data bus on the subsequent local clock pulse. Rather, the internal timing and control logic 121 withholds enablement of the sync control line 143 to delay output by an amount:
indicated by the buffer. Preferably, the buffer is combined with a timer for this purpose, which begins a countdown upon the detection of each read command received by the chip.

[0027] Importantly, there are a number of equivalent implementations of this delay structure that will readily occur to those of skill in the art; for example, offset could be achieved by designing each memory device and the system to provide output at a predetermined clock cycle, but to program a number to make the output available “early” in response to buffer contents. Alternatively, each memory device could have multiple modes, with delay achieved by selecting one of several modes. Alternatively, delay could be implemented by circuit external to each memory device. These environments, as well as other modifications that will occur to those having skill in memory system design, are contemplated as being within the spirit of the present invention.

[0028] After the DRAM 123 has been programmed with the offset, the controller preferably calculates a correction which is used to refine the offset. Specifically, in the system of FIG. 3, each data bus (each baby-bus 107) and the corresponding command bus 111 may have different path lengths. Since the offset was originally calculated using polling and reply both over the data bus only (the baby-bus 107), and since read commands are normally issued along the command bus, the offset may not correctly reflect desired delay. Consequently, the correction for each chip is used to refine the delay time associated with each chip 105 to correct this discrepancy, and the correction may differ from chip-to-chip.

[0029] To calculate the correction, the controller 103 sends a follow-up write command to each DRAM; the write command includes both the actual command transmitted along the command bus 111, as well as data transmitted along the corresponding baby-bus 107. With reference to FIG. 4, as the command is received by the DRAM 123 from the command, it is provided to a first sync detect circuit 155, which provides an indication of a received command to a command state counter 157. The command state counter 157 then begins counting with each local clock pulse. The data corresponding to the command received from the corresponding baby-bus 107 is also fed to a second sync detect circuit 159, which similarly provides an indication of received data to a data state counter 161. This data state counter 161 also begins counting with each local clock pulse. Thus, receipt of either the write command, or its corresponding write data, will trigger one or the other of the counters 157 or 161 to begin counting. Receipt of both indications from the sync detect circuits 155 and 159 is used to gate, via a subtract circuit 163, a difference in number of clock cycles between command receipt, and an output reflecting this difference is provided to the timing and control logic 131 of the DRAM 123. This difference represents the correction to the offset in number of clock cycles. Thus, depending upon whether the command bus is slower or faster than the data bus, in terms of propagation time, the timing and control logic 131 will modify the contents of the internal buffer 153 accordingly. Consequently, once the offset and correction are calculated, the contents of the internal buffer 153 will thereafter precisely reflect a desired number of offset clock cycles for achieving synchronization across multiple memory devices.

[0030] What has been described is a memory system and device for achieving synchronous data reply, at the controller, from many memory devices, such as from DRAM chips. Using the preferred embodiment described above, one may achieve substantially synchronous memory response either from parallel memory devices, e.g., as connected across multiple baby-busses 107, and providing bit groups of different significance for one data word fetch (e.g., for a 64-bit word fetch), or for avoiding bus contention between multiple memory devices coupled to the same data bus, as explained with reference to FIGS. 2 and 4. Notably, the system described herein performs correction for only integer clock cycles, and does not achieve phase correction between different memory chips. The system described herein, however, is compatible with systems for achieving phase synchronization, such as described in U.S. Patent No. 4,998,262.

Claims

1. A digital memory system (101) having a controller (103) and at least two memory devices (105), with at least one data bus (107) coupling the controller (103) with each memory device (105), the controller (103) also having a system clock (115) by which the controller (103) times its operations, characterized by:

   a buffer (153) in each memory device (105), each buffer (153) adapted to store a number (149) corresponding to an amount of time for which the corresponding buffer (153) is to delay data output;

   a routine run by the controller (103) which causes the controller to, for each memory device, prompt the memory device for a response, and count a number of clock pulses at the controller (103) between prompting of the memory device (105) and receipt of the corresponding response from the memory device (105),
to determine a maximum delay measured by the maximum number of clock pulses needed for response across the at least two memory devices (105), and

to cause the buffer (153) of at least one memory device (105) to store a number sufficient to cause data from the corresponding memory device (105) to be received at the controller (103) at the maximum delay time; and circuitry (121) in each memory device (105) that delays data output in response to the number stored in the corresponding buffer (153).

2. A digital memory system (101) according to claim 1, wherein each memory device (105) receives the system clock (115) and generates a local clock (129) in response thereto, further characterized by:

an output strobe (112) issued by each memory device (105) in response to being prompted, the output strobe (112) being locally derived from the system clock (115) at the location of the corresponding memory device (105) and coupled to the controller (103) so as to strobe arrival of the response from the particular memory device (105).

3. A digital memory system (101) according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the system bus includes a data bus (107) and a command bus (111) having different path lengths, further characterized by:

a delay configuration mode of each memory device (105), the delay configuration mode being instructed through the command bus (111) and causing the corresponding memory device (105) to wait for presence of a data signal on the data bus (107) and an input strobe (125) to accept the data, the data signal forming at least part of the prompt from the controller (103), and

issue the response to the controller (103) in reply to the data signal.

4. A digital memory system (101) according to claim 3, further characterized by:

a delay adjustment mechanism within each memory device, the delay adjustment mechanism receiving a command from the command bus (111) and data from the data bus (107), and calculating a deviation in time to the number for

the corresponding memory device (105), the number correcting for difference in travel time between the command bus (111) and the data bus (107).

5. A digital memory system (101) according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, further characterized by:

arrangement of at least two memory devices (105) on a single, shared data bus (107).

6. A digital memory system (101) according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, further characterized by:

arrangement of at least two memory devices (105) on different, parallel data busses (107).

7. A memory device (105) for use in a memory system (101) having

a memory space (141) wherein data is stored,

an output path for coupling data from the memory space to the system bus in response to a data read command,

memory space drivers that accesses data locations within the memory space (141) and that couple contents of selected ones of the data locations to the output path in response to a data read command,

a clock mechanism (127) that provides a clock signal (129) to synchronize internal operations of said memory device (105),

the memory device adapted for use with a memory controller (103) and a system bus, wherein the memory controller (103) polls each of several memory elements (105) to determine an associated command response time and determines a desired response time, said memory device characterized by:

a buffer (153) that stores a number of clock pulses; and

a delay mechanism (121) coupled to the buffer (153), the delay mechanism (121) causing delay of at least one of said output path and said memory space drivers by an amount corresponding the number of clock pulses;

wherein said device is adapted for synchronization with other memory elements (105), in response to the controller (103) causing the buffer (153) to be loaded with a number that causes equalization of command response time for
said device to the desired response time.

8. A memory device according to claim 7, wherein the memory system (101) further includes a data bus (107) and a system clock (115) issued by the system controller (103), and wherein:

said device is further characterized by

a mode register (132) that is selectively programmed by command from the system controller (103) to cause said device to enter a calibration mode,

a predetermined response word stored within said device, the predetermined response word being coupled to the data bus (107) in response to a polling command from the system controller (103), and

an output strobe (112) of said device, the output strobe (112) being locally derived at said device from the system clock (115); and

the calibration mode causes said device to await the polling command and, in response to detection of the polling command by said device on the data bus (107), to couple the predetermined response word and the echo strobe onto the data bus (107).

9. A memory device according to claims 7 or 8, wherein the system bus further includes a command bus (111), and wherein:

said device further receives the number from the system controller (103) and stores it in the buffer (153); and

said device is further characterized by

a comparison mechanism (163) for comparing time of receipt of at least one signal along the command bus with time of receipt of a corresponding signal along the data bus, and for providing an output, and

an adder to which the output is coupled, the adder (131) modifying the number by the output to compensate for difference between travel time along the data bus and travel time along the command bus.

10. A memory device according to claims 7, 8, or 9, wherein the memory device is a random access memory.

11. A memory device according to claim 7, 8, or 9, wherein the memory device is a dynamic random access memory.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein digitales Speichersystem (101), das eine Steuerung (103) und zumindest zwei Speichervorrichtungen (105) aufweist, mit zumindest einem Datenbus (107), der die Steuerung (103) mit jeder Speichervorrichtung (105) koppelt, wobei die Steuerung (103) auch einen Systemtakt (115) aufweist, durch den die Steuerung (103) ihre Operatio-

nen zeitlich steuert, gekennzeichnet durch folgende Merkmale:

einen Puffer (153) in jeder Speichervorrichtung (105), wobei jeder Puffer (153) angepaßt ist, um eine Zahl (149) entsprechend einer Zeitmenge zu speichern, um die der entsprechende Puffer (153) eine Datenausgabe verzögern soll;

eine Routine, die von der Steuerung (103) durchgeführt wird, die die Steuerung dazu veranlaßt

für jede Speichervorrichtung

die Speichervorrichtung zu einer Antwort aufzufordern, und

eine Zahl von Taktpulsen bei der Steuerung (103) zwischen einem Auffordern der Speichervorrichtung (105) und einem Empfang der entsprechenden Antwort von der Speichervorrichtung (105) zu zählen,

eine maximale Verzögerung zu bestimmen, die von der maximalen Zahl von Taktpulsen gemessen wird, die für eine Antwort über die zumindest zwei Speichervorrichtungen (105) benötigt wird, und
den Puffer (153) zumindest einer Speichervorrichtung (105) zu veranlassen, eine Zahl zu speichern, die ausreicht, um zu bewirken, daß Daten von der entsprechenden Speichervorrichtung (105) bei der Steuerung (103) mit der maximalen Verzögerungszeit empfangen werden; und
einen Schaltungsaufbau (121) in jeder Speichervorrichtung (105), der eine Datenausgabe ansprechend auf die Zahl verzögert, die in dem entsprechenden Puffer (153) gespeichert ist.
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2. Ein digitales Speichersystem (101) gemäß Anspruch 1, bei dem jede Speichervorrichtung (105) den Systemtakt (115) empfängt und einen lokalen Takt (129) ansprechend auf denselben erzeugt, das ferner durch folgendes Merkmal gekennzeichnet ist:

   ein Ausgangsübernahmesignal (112), das von jeder Speichervorrichtung (105) als Antwort auf ein Auffordern ausgegeben wird, wobei das Ausgangsübernahmesignal (112) von dem Systemtakt (115) an der Stelle der entsprechenden Speichervorrichtung (105) abgeleitet und mit der Steuerung (103) gekoppelt wird, um so die Ankunft der Antwort von der bestimmten Speichervorrichtung (105) zu übernehmen.

3. Ein digitales Speichersystem (101) gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem der Systembus einen Datenbus (107) und einen Befehlsbus (111) umfaßt, die unterschiedliche Weglängen aufweisen, das ferner durch folgendes Merkmal gekennzeichnet ist:

   einen Verzögerungskonfigurationsmodus jeder Speichervorrichtung (105), wobei der Verzögerungskonfigurationsmodus durch den Befehlsbus (111) befohlen wird und die entsprechende Speichervorrichtung (105) dazu veranlaßt, auf das Vorliegen eines Datensignals auf dem Datenbus (107) und eines Eingangsübernahmesignals (125) zu warten, um die Daten anzunehmen, wobei das Datensignal zumindest einen Teil der Aufforderung von der Steuerung (103) bildet, und die Antwort an die Steuerung (103) als Antwort auf das Datensignal auszugeben.

4. Ein digitales Speichersystem (101) gemäß Anspruch 3, das ferner durch folgendes Merkmal gekennzeichnet ist:

   einen Verzögerungseinstellungsmechanismus in jeder Speichervorrichtung, wobei der Verzögerungseinstellungsmechanismus einen Befehl von dem Befehlsbus (111) und Daten von dem Datenbus (107) empfängt, und eine Abweichung der Zeit zu der Zahl für die entsprechende Speichervorrichtung (105) berechnet, wobei die Zahl einen Unterschied der Laufzeit zwischen dem Befehlsbus (111) und dem Datenbus (107) korrigiert.

5. Ein digitales Speichersystem (101) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, das ferner durch folgendes Merkmal gekennzeichnet ist:

   einen Puffer (153), der eine Zahl von Takt脈 pulse speichert; und

   einen Verzögerungsmechanismus (121), der mit dem Puffer (153) gekoppelt ist, wobei der Verzögerungsmechanismus (121) eine Verzögerung zumindest eines der Ausgangswege und der Speicherraumtreiber um einen Betrag verursacht, der der Zahl von Taktpulsen entspricht; wobei die Vorrichtung zur Synchronisation mit anderen Speicherelementen (105) an-
sprechend auf die Steuerung (103) angepaßt ist, die bewirkt, daß der Puffer (153) mit einer Zahl beladen wird, die einen Abgleich der Befehlsantwortzeit für die Vorrichtung mit der gewünschten Antwortzeit bewirkt.

8. Eine Speichervorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7, bei der das Speichersystem (101) ferner einen Datenbus (107) und einen Systemtakt (115) umfaßt, der von der Systemsteuerung (103) ausgegeben wird, und bei der:

die Vorrichtung ferner durch folgende Merkmale gekennzeichnet ist

- ein Modusregister (123), das selektiv durch einen Befehl von der Systemsteuerung (103) programmiert ist, um zu bewirken, daß die Vorrichtung einen Kalibrierungsmodus betritt,
- ein vorbestimmtes Antwortwort, das in der Vorrichtung gespeichert ist, wobei das vorbestimmte Antwortwort mit dem Datenbus (107) ansprechend auf einen Abfragebefehl von der Systemsteuerung (103) gekoppelt wird, und
- ein Ausgangsübernahmesignal (112) der Vorrichtung, wobei das Ausgangsübernahmesignal (112) lokal an der Vorrichtung von dem Systemtakt (115) abgeleitet wird; und
wobei der Kalibrierungsmodus bewirkt, daß die Vorrichtung den Abfragebefehl abwartet und anschließend auf eine Erfassung des Abfragebefehls durch die Vorrichtung auf dem Datenbus (107) das vorbestimmte Antwortwort und das Echoübernahmesignal auf den Datenbus (107) koppelt.

9. Eine Speichervorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7 oder 8, bei der der Systembus ferner einen Befehlsbus (111) umfaßt, und bei der:

die Vorrichtung ferner die Zahl von der Systemsteuerung (103) empfängt und diese in dem Puffer (153) speichert; und

die Vorrichtung ferner durch folgende Merkmale gekennzeichnet ist

- einen Vergleichsmechanismus (163) zum Vergleichen der Empfangszeit zumindest eines Signals entlang des Datenbus und zum Liefern eines Ausgangssignals, und
- eine Hinzufügungsvorrichtung, mit der das Ausgangssignal gekoppelt ist, wobei die Hinzufügungsvorrichtung (131) die Zahl durch das Ausgangssignal modifiziert, um einen Unterschied zwischen der Laufzeit entlang des Datenbusses und der Laufzeit entlang des Befehlsbusses auszugleichen.

10. Eine Speichervorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, bei der die Speichervorrichtung ein Direktzugrißspeicher ist.

11. Eine Speichervorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, bei der die Speichervorrichtung ein dynamischer Direktzugrißspeicher ist.

Revendications

1. Un système (101) de mémoire numérique qui inclut un dispositif de commande (103) et au moins deux dispositifs de mémoire (105), dans lequel au moins un bus (107) de données couple le dispositif de commande (103) à chaque dispositif de mémoire (105), le dispositif de mémoire (103) incluant également une horloge (105) de système par laquelle le dispositif de commande (103) rythme son fonctionnement, caractérisé par:

- un tampon (153) dans chaque dispositif de mémoire (105), chaque tampon (153) étant apte à enregistrer un nombre (149) correspondant à un laps de temps dont le tampon correspondant (153) doit retarder une sortie de données;
- un sous-programme mis en oeuvre par le dispositif de commande (103) qui amène le dispositif de commande à mettre en oeuvre pour chaque dispositif de mémoire les deux étapes suivantes,
  - inviter le dispositif de mémoire à une réponse, et
calculer le nombre d'impulsions d'horloge au dispositif de commande (103) entre l'invitation du dispositif de mémoire (105) et la réception de la réponse correspondante du dispositif de mémoire (105), à déterminer un retard maximal mesuré par le nombre maximal d'impulsions d'horloge nécessaire pour obtenir des réponses sur les au moins deux dispositifs de mémoire (105), et amener le tampon (153) d'au moins un dispositif de mémoire (105) à enregistrer un nombre
suffisant pour amener des données provenant du dispositif de mémoire correspondant (105) à être reçues au dispositif de commande (103) au circuit interne (121) à retard maximal dans chaque dispositif de mémoire (105) qui retarde une sortie de données en réponse au nombre enregistré dans le tampon correspondant (153).

2. Un système (101) de mémoire numérique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel chaque dispositif de mémoire (105) reçoit le signal d'horloge (115) du système et engendre un signal d'horloge local (129) en réponse à celui-ci, caractérisé en outre par:

une impulsion de sortie (112) envoyée par chaque dispositif de mémoire (105) en réponse à l'invite qu'il reçoit, l'impulsion de sortie (112) étant dérivée localement du signal d'horloge (115) du système à l'emplacement du dispositif de mémoire correspondant (105) et étant couplée au dispositif de commande (103) de façon à appliquer une impulsion à l'arrivée de la réponse provenant du dispositif de mémoire particulier (105).

3. Un système (101) de mémoires numériques selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le bus du système inclut un bus (107) de données et un bus (111) d' instructions à longueurs de trajets différentes, caractérisé en outre par:

un mode de configuration de retard de chaque dispositif de mémoire (105), le mode de configuration de retard recevant des instructions par l'intermédiaire du bus (111) d' instructions et amenant le dispositif de mémoire correspondant (105) à attendre la présence d'un signal de données sur le bus (107) de données et une impulsion d'entrée (125) pour accepter les données, le signal de données faisant au moins partie de l'invite provenant du dispositif de commande (103), et envoyer la réponse au dispositif de commande (103) en réponse au signal de données.

4. Un système (101) de mémoire numérique selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en outre par:

un mécanisme d'ajustement de retard à l'intérieur de chaque dispositif de mémoire, le mécanisme d'ajustement de retard recevant une instruction du bus (111) d' instructions et des données du bus (107) de données, et calculant un écart de temps pour obtenir le nombre pour le dispositif de mémoire correspondant, le nombre corrigeant la différence entre les temps de trajets du bus (111) d' instructions et du bus (107) de données.

5. Un système (101) de mémoire numérique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en outre par:

un agencement d'au moins deux dispositifs de mémoire (105) sur un bus partagé unique (107) de données.

6. Un système (101) de mémoire numérique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en outre par

un agencement d'au moins deux dispositifs de mémoire (105) sur des bus parallèles, différents, (107) de données.

7. Un dispositif de mémoire (105) à utiliser dans un système (101) de mémoire incluant:

un espace (141) de mémoire dans lequel des données sont enregistrées, un trajet de sortie pour coupler des données de l'espace de mémoire au bus du système en réponse à une instruction de lecture de données, des pilotes d'espace de mémoire qui accèdent à des emplacements de données à l'intérieur de l'espace (141) de mémoire et qui coupent au trajet de sortie le contenu d'emplacements sélectionnés parmi les emplacements de données en réponse à une instruction de lecture de données, un mécanisme d'horloge (127) qui envoie un signal d'horloge (129) pour synchroniser des opérations internes dudit dispositif de mémoire (105), le dispositif de mémoire étant apte à être utilisé avec un dispositif de commande (103) et un bus de système, le dispositif de commande (103) de mémoire interrogeant chacun des éléments (105) de mémoire de la série, afin de déterminer un temps de réponse associé d'instruction et déterminant un temps de réponse souhaité, ledit dispositif de mémoire étant caractérisé par:

un tampon (153) qui enregistre un nombre d'impulsions d'horloge; et un mécanisme de retard (121) couplé au tampon (153), le mécanisme de retard (121) provoquant, pour au moins l'un desdits trajets de sortie et desdits pilotes d'espaces de mémoire, un retard égal à un montant correspondant au
nombre d'impulsions d'horloge ;
daufdispositif est apte à une syn-
chronisation avec d'autres éléments (105) de
mémoire, en réponse à une intervention du dis-
positif de commande (103) qui amène le tam-
pon (153) à être chargé d'un nombre qui amène
le temps de réponse d'instruction pour ledit dis-
positif à devenir égal au temps de réponse sou-
haîté.

8. Un dispositif de mémoire selon la revendication 7,
daufdispositif est caractérisé en outre par:
un registre (132) de mode qui est program-
mé sélectivement par une instruction du
dispositif de commande (103) du système
pour amener ledit dispositif à entrer dans
un mode de calibrage,
un mot de réponse prédéterminée enregis-
tré à l'intérieur dudit dispositif, le mot de ré-
ponse prédéterminé étant couplé au bus
(107) de données en réponse à une ins-
truction d'interrogation provenant du dis-
positif de commande (103) du système ; et
une impulsion de sortie (112) dudit dispo-
sitif, l'impulsion de sortie (112) étant déri-
vée localement audit dispositif à partir du
signal d'horloge (115) du système ; et
le mode de calibrage amène ledit dispositif
à attendre l'instruction d'interrogation et à
coupler sur le bus (107) de données le mot
de réponse prédéterminé et l'impulsion
d'écho, en réponse à la détection de l'ins-
truction d'interrogation par ledit dispositif
sur le bus (107) de données.

9. Un dispositif de mémoire selon la revendication 7
ou 8, dans lequel le bus du système inclut en outre
un bus (111) d'instructions, et dans lequel:
ledit dispositif reçoit en outre le nombre du dis-
positif de commande (103) du système et l'en-
registre dans le tampon (153) ; et
ledit dispositif est caractérisé en outre par
un mécanisme de comparaison (163) pour
comparer le temps de réponse d'au moins
un signal sur le bus d'instructions et le
temps de réponse d'un signal correspon-
dant sur le bus de données, et fournir une
sortie, et
un additionneur auquel la sortie est cou-
plée, l'additionneur (131) modifiant le nom-
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